Description of these FIVE (5) screenshots -- the 2 above and the 3 below:
SHORT VERSION: Above, I ask the opinion of my friend, Ed McKinley about my 2 economic
theories: He seems to agree with me (as do many others who are well-versed higher ed economic
experts, whom I will name and describe in the attached email). Below, the “million person”
petition of Student Loan Justice, where Ed is one of our leaders.
LONGER VERSION:
No less than FOUR (4) experts in higer ed economics have come to this conclusion:
1) Congressman Danny K. Davis has correctly claimed that “The 2005 bankruptcy restrictions
penalize borrowers for pursuing higher education, provide no incentive to private lenders to lend
responsibly...”
** https://cohen.house.gov/media-center/press-releases/congressmen-cohen-davis-and-swalwellintroduce-private-student-loan-0
2) Myself (Gordon Wayne Watts, of Florida -- Google me), who has studied this matter quite a
bit agrees with Congressman Davis' assessment: Lenders (whether private like he's referring to
about the Private Student Loan Bankruptcy bill) or even the US Government's Dept of ed) will
be reluctant to lend out insanely high amounts (of our tax dollars, in this case) will be reluctant to
lend out trillions of our tax dollars.
3) In a private conversation I've had with Paul Hatfield (who is currently Vice President of a
local Republican club, and Paul is also a financial expert by profession & trade) says he thinks
my assessment is correct.
4) Above, Ed McKinley, who is Alan Collinge's lieutenant and well-versed in higher ed matters,
agrees. Below see Alan's petition to verify my claims here.
Analysis: Loads of higher ed economic experts (some considered “liberal,” like Ed and Rep.
Davis, and some considered “Conservative” like myself and Paul) all agree with this basic
concept.
Conclusion: It's a fact that if S.2598 and H.R.4907 (two current bankruptcy bills in this current
session) pass into law, then the Dept of Ed will be reluctant to lend out trillions more to students
who can/will NEVER repay these illegally-inflated prices, and we may avert disaster and avoid
(or delay) a crash of the dollar. If S.2598 and H.R.4907 DON'T pass into law, the dept of ed
WON'T slow down its insane lending, and we WILL crash the dollar, as student debt, at almost
ten percent (10%) of total US Debt, will be the straw the breaks the camel's back:
** https://www.congress.gov/bill/117th-congress/senate-bill/2598/cosponsors
** https://www.congress.gov/bill/117th-congress/house-bill/4907/cosponsors
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